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Instructions for P313A Pediatric 4 Bar Knee 

With Manual Lock for AK and KD  

1. Assembling: 
 

            Please assemble from socket to foot according to the illustration on “Appearance & Specifications”,  

           where B, D, E and F can be swapped to other components with same or similar functions.  Since all                     

components can be assembled by screws and nuts, please arrange and position the matching 

components and fixed with screws and nuts to complete the assembling.  

 
 
2. Joint Adjustment: 
 

According to patient’s weight and movement, please modify the friction adj. screw on the 

connecting bar (#13) to increase/reduce the friction on the joint; modify the stability screw (#15) on 

the linkage to increase/reduce the sensitivity of the joint; or to modify the adj. screw for extension 

assistance (#1) on the piston tube to increase/reduce the elasticity of the spring. Pull up the fixed 

bar (#24)○1, the knee will flexible, release the fixed bar (#24)○2 the knee will fixed. Pull up the fixed 

bar (#24)○1 then fasten the fixing screw (#25), the knee will keep flexible condition. 
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1) Prepare the suitable stump sock and thin sock. 

2) Put on the stump sock and thin sock according to the length and perimeter of the residual limb. 

3) After put on the sock(s), use both hands to slip the socket (A) over the residual limb.  Then, 

please stand up for adjusting the socket to the correct position and buckle up the belt to walk. 

4) To reduce the crimp and pressure on the residual limb during walking, please arrange the stump 

sock and thin sock evenly until there is no crease. 

5) During walking, the residual limb with the socket should be a straight line when the leg appeared 

to be the upright position. 

 

Take Off: 

 

1) Loosen the belt. 

2) Remove the socket from the residual limb and sit down. 

3) Take off the sock(s) for residual limb in sequence. 
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